Gift Books

Thank you for your interest in supporting The University of Rhode Island Libraries. Due to severe space constraints, the transition to electronic information resources, and the high cost of reviewing and processing donated materials, the Library accepts only unique, rare or special items that have been evaluated by an appropriate faculty member (see below). The Library Public Service Desks will no longer accept donations of print materials, and any unapproved donations left at the library will be considered abandoned property.

Policy on Gift Book Donations

- The University of Rhode Island Libraries accepts only gift book donations of special value or interest to the University and which are first approved by one of the appropriate staff members below.
- The Library cannot honor restrictions on the materials or their disposition. The Library reserves the right to dispose of the materials that are no longer needed or relevant to the collection.

Contact

**Joanna Burkhardt**
Collection Development Officer
Phone: (401) 874-4799
Email: jburkhardt@uri.edu

**Karen Morse**
Director of Distinctive Collections
Phone: (401) 874-2128
Email: kwmorse@uri.edu

**Deborah Mongeau** – NOAA publications only
Government Publications Librarian
Phone: (401) 874-4610
Email: dmongeau@uri.edu

Alternate Places to Donate Materials

Please consult the American Library Association Book Donation site (http://libguides.ala.org/book-donations) to locate charitable and other non-profit
organizations that accept book donations. One might also consider local public or school libraries or such organizations as the Salvation Army.
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